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ABSTOT

Pilot performance in a fli&it simulator was objectively
easured with 30 Air Force jet qualified pilots using stan-

dard and vertic,% reading primar; flight instr-ixents. During
the completion of a sinulated mission profile, five flieht
parameters were selectively zar4pled and scored: headin,,
altatucd, mach, vertical rate, and airspeede

Comparing the standard and vertical instruments, tho
fcllowing results wore obtaineds

1. Heading performance with the standard reading side
instruments was superior to the vertical instrum-ents.

2. Altitude performance was found to be significantly
better with the standard reading instrument.

3. Mach performance was significantly better with the
vertical reading instrument,

4@ Vertical rate performance indicated no significant
differences between standard and vertical reading
instruments.

5. Airspeed performance indicated no significant
difference between sta. "- and vertical reading
instruments*
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SUXHARY AND 0ONCLUSIONS

The past ten years have seen a radical shift in the basic
principles of the display of flight inforrmtion. For the first
tine, integrated flight instruent panels are being developed
in terms of the whole panel in.te-d of piecemeal by single in-
strwints (sca Wrigthj 196). One of the irmediate results of
whole panel development hns been the use of new instrument types.
The most singu3cr example of this has been the shift from cir-
cular scales to straight scales. However, these changes have
been of such fun dawntal magnitude that concern . aa been ex-
prus3ed over the capability oF the pilot to perform proficiently
on the new display syste.'s. Coincident with the development of
the whole pLnel tecknique has come a new sophisticaticn about
the methodology of test and evaluation of pilate-instrument sys-
tems. Previous nethods evaluated performance on just one type
of or a single instrument, usually stressing "good" performance
on that particular ins trimient not recognizing the possibility
of performance degradation on other related flight parameters.
In reality, the pilot's task involves a time-sampling process
across several instruments displaying many different flight
parameters, and the objective measurement of pilot performnce
should take this fact into account.

The primary purpose of this study is to demonstrate objec-
tive measurement of pilot simulator performance in the whole
panel context where several flight parameturs are selected and
scored simultaneously. A second objective of this study is to
objectively reasure pilot simulator perfor-ance on several flight
parameters Odle using either standard circular flight instru-

rants or straight scale vertical reading instruments to fly a
simulated complex flight profile.

A standardized flight profile was flown by 30 Air Force
jet qualified pilots in a YF-102 Link flight simulator using
two instrument panel ccnfigurations, One display system util-
ized the vertical reading scales of the USAf Phase II Inte-
grated Instrument Panel, and the other used the circular scales
of the standard reading flight instruments most corm'non in air-
craft today. Pilot performance on heading, altitude, machs
vertical rate, and airspeed control is measured by means of
electronic scoring equipnent which provided an error term that
was reduced to a root-man-square (RMS) score. The data were
subjected to thorough statistical analysis,

Results indicqed that (1) heading performance with the
standard reading uide instruments was superior to that with
the vertical reading side instruments, (2) perfcrmance on the
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standard reading altimeter was superior to performance on the
vertical reading altimeter, (3) mach performance was superior
on the vertical reading mach indicator, and %4) vertical rate
and airr, ed peronmance shoved no (Efferences between instru-
ment configurations. Separate analyses for those subjects with
and without previous vertical instrument experience did not
alter these fMdings.

In essence, parformance on tVe vertical reading instruments
for mach, vertical rate, and airapeed was found to be equivalent
to or better thani performance on the standard reading instru-
ments for the same flight paraneters. Consequently, it may be
concluded that no degradation in perforrmaice would be expected
on a shift from standard to vertical reading instruments for
the flight parameters of mach, vertical rate, and airspeed with
scale factors comparable to those used in this study. Such a
siift would thiz allow for satisfactory addition of command in-
formation markers and reduce, the scale length limitations exist-
ent on circular dials. Altimeter performance results suggest
that further experimentation is required to produce a vertical
moving-tape scale that will promote performance at least equiva-
lent to that on the standard reading instrument. Suggested ex-
perimental scalar designs for non-linear scales1 combination of
non-linear scales, combination of linear and non-linear scales,
and combination of linear scales are nearing the human factors
evaluation stage. Because heading performance was measured on
the same indicator v.th different side instruments, no direct
performance comparison was possible. However, interpretation
of the results indicates that prior experience with vertical
reading instruments soemstu allow more time for heading moni-
toring aside from primary pitch control under the conditions
of this experiment.

The need for further human factors research in the area
of flight information displa techniques is most urgent. The
early "fog-flying" days of Doolittle's time are gone; today's
ulizz-high performance aircraft require precision flight con-
trol over fantastically expanded flight envelopes, and there
is every reason to assume that the aircraf-t and space vehicles
of tomorrow may make even more extreme demands on the pilot.
The development of optimum displays bcth from the standpoint
of the man aad the mechanism is imperative. It is probable that
the success of such a development program will rest upon the
use of sophisticated objective measuring techniques in every
step of development from initial instrument design, through
flight simulator research, and most important of all in inflight
test and evaluation.

-2-'
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INTOWDUCTION

Man has been engaged in the development of airborne equip-
ment for the meourement and display of flight information since
the very beginning of manned flight. Nicklas (1958) has noted
that:

"The history of aeronautical iltruments began a few years
a.ter the invention of t-he fiee balloon in 1783. At this
time, the mercurial baro;meter was adopted for measuring
altitudes. In 1845, the aneroid barometer replaced the
mercurial type because of itc lighter weidlt and greater
convenience, even tiough it vas less accurate. Sometime
later, the aneroid was scaled in feet of pressure altitude
replacing the inchcs of ;ercury scale."

Since man was ascending towards the heavens, it would appear
only iiatural that he would be interested i a.,idng how high
he had risen. The horizontal distance traveled was also im-
portant, and as Nicklas (1958) points out, the Wright Brothers
used a Richard anemometer to measure the length of their flights.
In later years, the anemometer was used to determine airspeed.
Initially, hov&.ver, most pilots were dependent on the force of
the wind in their faces to judge airspeed.

Once heavier-than-air flying maclitnes could maint.in flight
for any period of time, pilota began seeking devices to forewarn
them of impending malfunctions. An oil pressure gauge and a
visible fuel line were the first to appear. As manned flight
rose to greater heights, the interest in instrumentation turned
to indicating straight and level flight, speed, and direction.
Thus began an' s search for better methods of displayin the
necessary information to maintain flight first under contact
condtions, then during the "fog-flying" days, and more re-
cently under &ll-weather conditions.

Early attempts at providing infoiation to the pilot were
hampered by the inability of designers and builders to get the
indicator in the oc4.it. The irstrumentation was placed at or
nerr the source of the sensing mechanism. As better means of
tranmdtting information to the cockpit were devised, the num-
ber of instruments on the "board" bean to increase, usual3,y
with little or no thought as to how necessary or how often the
new instrumento were to be used.
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AtteMt at Instrument end Panel Integration

Nickcas (195) points out that instrument integration, the
technique of displaying several pieces of related flight infor-
mation on one scale, was lacking. in the early y'nars of aviation.
However, efforts tovard panel integration were made. Doolittle
male a notable contribution in this direction by suggesting that
instruments should be arranged in line vertically and horizontal-
y so that pointers across instru-ents would align or could be

adjusted to align for arn given flight condition. By so doing,
the deviation of any pointer from this alignment would be im-
mediately apparent to the pilot and corrective action could be
taken. Doolittloes main objective was simplification, through
which he sought to relieve the pilot of all unnecessary inter-
pretation.

Nw 'ole Panel Concepts.

Wright (1956) has very adequately summarized the status of
flight instrumentation which has eirited since shortly after the
conclusion of World War II, with the following words:

.ken tUe situation is analyzel, it is seen that there .oo
(has been) ... actually no systematic method for design
of the instruent panel. The need for various parameters
to control flight is recognized and these parameters are
measured and presented with some type of display. However,
each of these instruments is a completely independent, un-
related entity, often conflicting with its neighbor on the
panel. The panel as a whole presents the pilot with a lot
of unrelated and abstract information. He must continually
scan the ever changing values of each individual instrument
and perform a continuous series of mental calculations to
convert their readings into usable information which can
be usod for the control of the aircraft,

"Instruments have been actually becoming a limiting factor
in the capabilities of weapon systems. Specific features
which have caused trouble are the excessive number of in-
struwents, more than could actually be put on the panel,
their smal sizes, the clutter of the dials, and the
cluttered appearance of the panel in general. Various
attempts have been made to improve the situation, by
combining ote or more instruments into one case and re-
ducing the size of the instruments* However, none of
these, have been really successful in alleviating the un-
estisfactory conditions. The major difficulty has been
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th he full potential has been realized in the in-
dividual development and use of instrumentsp and a

instrmentation for high performance aircraft. m

The need for a new concept in instrumentation development
was becoming increasingly more obvious. The "sacred six" or
Weight" arrange.ent was diflicult to maintain because of the
large numbers of instruments "required" on the panelss the
limited space available, and the lack of an overall concept
for instrument panel arrangement and de3ign. The instrument
panel could no longer be treated with the attitude, "it's got
to go on somewhere., Rather, it should be considered as a
visual cormunicatio,.s system, with Information presented in
a related, readable and interpretable form instead of as in-
dependent bits of abstract information. Improvements must be
pursued on a "whole panel" basis instead of on an individual
instrment basis.

Wright (l956) speaks of the "wole panel" concept -ith the
following words:

• An instrument panel designed wider the whole panel con-
cept is one designed on the basis of the total visual
cormunication requirement, wherein each individual ele-
ment hae been designed in terms of its environment and
its contribution to the whole. The design of the dis-
play of each individual instrument on such a panel is
made from considerations of the intelligence that it is
to trar3mit along with that transmitted by all other in-
struments to be used with it, the display of this intel-
ligence by these instruments, and the way these instruments
are arranged in relation to each other. It is the philosphy
of the design of the individual instruments so that a visual
communications system will result."

Application of the Whole Panel Concept

The concrete application of the whole panel conoept to
the design of integrated instrument panels had led to a number
of major changes in the basic principles of the display of pri-
mary flight information. One of the most apparent examples of
this fact is the shift from circular dials to straight scales;
the UW Phase II Panol (Svimonoff, 1958) is a specific illu-
stration of the extensive usq of vertical straight scales in
place of circular dials.



In actual fact, straight scales had been used early in
the history of flight instrument development in at least one
specific case. Nicklas (1958) reports that during the period
of 1923-3924# the D. H. airplane P-30W appeored with an in-
truMnt board that included vertical scale instiments for

pitch, airspeed, iPM, and engine gauges. The Pioneer Flight
Indicator, .hich gave the pilot a more direct indication of
pitch attitude, variation froni being level in bank, and cor-
rect rudder-aileron application, represents one of the earlier
instances of combining several instrznents within a single
case. In 1925s the Pioneer instrument board appeared with a
vertical scale rate of climb instrument added to the previous
array of vertical scale instruments. In general, from the
midtenties to the midthirties, a number of vertical scale
instruments appeared. Then followed a reversion to the cir-
cular scales which lasted until the midfifties when the pre-
sent return trend to the vertical scales was initiated.

However, a change in display design concept must assume
that the pilot is able to use the new instrument technique
more effectively than the previous method. To demonstrate
that this is in fact the case, there are a number of evalu-
atior techniques possible. One line of evaluation is experi-
mental investigation from the human factors point of view.
This type of evaluation may be illustrated by exaples of
instrwuent display.investigations and particularly the study
of altimeter displays.

Instrument Display Investigations

Static Studies of Altimeter Displays

As Juckler (1959) points out, "The development of altimeter
display techniques .* was not based, for the first thirty years
at least, on experimental investigations of optimum display prin-
ciples from the pilot's point of view. Like most cockpit instru-
ments, the display techniques were u3ually selected on the basis
of individual judgment and modified on the basis of field exper-
ience". It becamn evident by the late 19401s, that the display
of altitude information was not optimum from the pilot's point
of view and the need for investigation to provide improvements
was increasingly obvireus,

Orether (1947) was the first to investigate experimentally
the presentation ol altitvde information. He compared a variety



of altimeter configurations by a paper eand pencil technique
from which he recorded errors of interpretation as well as
interpretation tim. The displays included the conventional
three-pointer altimeter, combinations of a counter and a
pointer, a counter alone, and also tvo configurations of moving-
tape vertlcal displays. After consideri:g the various uses of
altitude Inforration, he reoo=u-ended a combination of a sensi-
tive pointer and counter as offering the most promise. The
vertical displays co.pared quite favorably with the counter-
pointer displays under his experimental conditions, and were
much superior to the standr-rd three-pointer altimeter.

The Simon studies (Siron, et.al., 1956; Simon and Roscoe,
1956) report several investigatYn sof altitude inforrtion
display techniques. These studies also used a paper and pencil
technique in which the pilot subjects were required to make
f1ight decisions on the basis of information that was present-
ed on drawings of the various displays. In generals their find-
ings indicated that perfonance was superior on the integrated
vertical linear-scale display over several methods of circular
display. No charge in the results was recorded between two levels
of pilot experience among the subject groups.

Use of Flight Simulators for Objective Eeasurement

Early investigations of information presentation to the
pilot were limited to static legibility tests. Little had been
dora to corare pilot performance in the simulated inflight sit-
uation where the instruments are used as a continuous tracking
display. Recently, however, Mengelkoch and Houston (1958a, 1958b,
1958c) hav6 published three studies investigating pilot perfor-
miice wit.% various altimeta isplays while flying a profile in
a Link C-8 Instrument Trainf.,.

In the first study (195.a), twenty experienced instrument
qualified pilots flew a series of maneuvers in the trainer using
the standard three-pointer altimeter and an experimental vertical
moving-tape linear scale altimcter. Performance on the three-
pointer altimeter was found to be superior to performance on the
moving-tape altimeter, although the magrnitude of the performance
differences was small. The authors considered the differences
not to be operationally significant.

In the ascond study (1158b)s 14 pilots from the group used
in the first , stcy vara given additional practice or the vertical
moving-tape altimater. lbe results again indicated uhat perfor-
manco on the tWee-pzinter altimeter was superior to performance
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On the vertical wving-tape altimeter. Perfortance on both
altimeters was increased, but tne difference in performance
between displays remained approxiately the same. It was
owcluded that further additional practice would not serve
to reduce the difference in performance, and that the effectsof an expanded scale ahould be investigated.

7he third stur (1958c) was designed to determine the
effects on performance of an expanded scale on the moving-tape
display when compared to performance on the standard three-
pointer altinater. The scale was eypandod from l.* inches per
thousand feet (used in the first two studies) to 2.375 inches
per thousand feet. Two groups of experienced instriment qual-
ified pilots (10 from the original group and 12 with no pre-
vicus experience on vertical readtn; instruments) flew the
same simulated flight maneuvers used in the earlier studies
on each altimeter dispq, The results showed that perfor-
mance on te vertical reading. moving-tape altimeter with a
scale factor of 2.375" per 10001 was essentially equivalent
to performance on the three-pointer altimeter. The need for
further evaluation in a high performance jet simulator was
expressed.

"luckler (1959) comments on the work of Mengelkoch and
Houston, stating that "The results of this series of studies
would not have been predicted on the basis of the static leg-
ibility investigations °.. (previously mentioned). However,
the final eqcperiment so. (engelkoch and Houston, 1958c).**
would seem to indicate that superiority of instrument type
in the tracking situation is a matter of detailed scalar
design and not of basic instrument type".

Objectives of the Present Study

Past, experimental investigations have usually dealt with
just one type of instrumet -- measuring performance in some
fashion on a single fliGht parameter. In reality, the pilot
"flys" several Listruments at one tire. His task is complex.,
requiring the interpretation and integration of information
from many sources. Consequently$ pilot performance measurement
should take into account the entire informational context and
ample perfornance from the whole panel concept.

The present study iv offered as an example of a methodology
for accomplishing this basin need in present-day man-machine
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performance measurement and evaluation* It is not intended to
replace the methods previously discussed, but is rather an ex-
tension in a more sophisticated manner to the whole panel context.

Specifically, the present studyr was desiened to accomplish
three objectives:

1. To measure pilot performance simultaneously on several
flight parameters on a simulated flight task.,

2. To compare pilot performatice measu~res on two different
displayv principles: Standard reading round dial displays
and vertical readlag moving-tape displays.,

3. To provide a standardized technique for the evaluation
of pilot performance under varying simulated flight
conditions of instrumentation, dress, and environment*

*9m L
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MrI5TAL METHOD

Ajaratus

17-102 Flht Simulator.

The IF-102 Link fligbt simulatorp located in the Instru-.
mentation Research Section, Flight Control Laboratory, Wright
Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio, Was used as the experi-
mental apparatus. This simulator is an electronic analog com-
puter which was designed to solve the flight equations of the
IF-102 aircraft. For purposes of this study, the flight equa-
tions w.ro altered to produce a highly sensitive, moderately
high perfonsnc e flight simulator repreLentative of no parti-
cular present day aircraft* The simulator as capable of speeds
up to mach 1.2, altitudes up to 50,0OO feet, and vertical speeds
up to 40000 feet per minute. Flight simulation is presented by
continuously changing flight display indicatlons in response to
pilot control actions. The simulator does not have motioh.

Instrument conditions were simulated by covering the can-
opy and windscreen with grey paper. The canopy was closed for
each flight. The instrument panel was lighted by a fluorescent
lanp located in the top of the canopy in such a manner so as to
give good lighting over the entire panel and forward half of the
cockpit. The cockpit was air conditioned for the subjects' com-
fort. An intercom system was used that provided clear co-mmi-
cations between the experimenter and the subject.

A full set of repeater instruments was available to the
experimenter for monitoring performanco and to provide the pro-
por cues to comence scoring at various places in the profiles
In addition# a "freeze" or hold switch was available which made
it possible to freeze the simulator in any flight condition.

Flight Instramentation.

Two instrument confiLurations vere used. One consisted
essentially of vertical reading, moving-tape, primary flight
instruments and the other of standard reading round primary
flight instruments.

Vertical Reading Instruments. The vertical reading panel
made use of the Air Force Phase iI Integrated Instruments

-10-



(Simonoffs 3958, p.x) and is shown in Figure 1. However#
only selected features of these insrumenta were utilized.
The folowing modifications were made to produce the desired
effects

1. The Attitude Director Indicator was used to present
only pitch and bank inforation. The glide slope
displacement pointer, bank director needle, ad pitch
director needle were not operative. Essentially, it
operated as a conventional attitude instrment with
additional features such as a two-tone sphere with
pitch degree and gromd reference markings on a five
inch displey.

2. The Horizontal Situation Indicator was used to present
only heading information. It is a five inch instru-
ment which employs a moving card with a stationary
index to display heading information. The bearing
pointer, comand heading, course arrow and deviation
bar, to-from indicator, and mode windows were inoper-
ative. The digital readouts for course and distance
were masked off$ and the subject was instructed not
to operate the Course Select Knob or the Manual
Select Knob for command heading.

3. The airpeed-mach indicator had the angle of attack
tape and the digital readouts for command mach and
airspeed masked off. The command markers for both
mach and airspeed were slewed to the extreme 'top of
the instrument and remained there during the entire
flight. Subjects wre instructed not to operate the
command marker slowirg switches. The airspeed moving
tape was numbered at 5O knot intervals with markings
for every 10 knots of airspeed. The mach moving tape
was numbered at every .1 mach with markings for every
.01 mach.

i. The altitude-rate of climb indicator had the vertical
planning scale, target altitude digital readout, and
the command altitude digital readout masked off. The
altitude command marker was slewed to the extreme bottom
of the scale and remained there for tne entire flight.
Barometric setting was placed at 29.92. Subjects were
instructed not to operate the command marker slowing
switch or the barometric set knob. The altimeter moving
tape was numbered at every 1000 foot level with small
markings for every 100 feet and a somewhat larger mark-
ing for the 500 foot levels. The rate of climb pre-
santation was not altered. This instrument is capable
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Legend

1. Fuel flow gauge
2. Fuel quantity gauge
3. Tailpipe temperature gauge
4. Percent RPM gauge
5. Landing gear indicator
6. Vertical reading airspeed-mach indicator

a. Mach scale
b. Airspeed scale

7. Attitude Director Indicator
8. Horizontal Situation Indicator
9. Vertical reading altimeter-rate of climb indicator

a. Rate of climb scale
b. Altimeter scale

10. Station marker light
11. Turn and bank indicator
.32. Penetration placard
13. Speed brake indicator

Figure L. Modified Air Force Phase II Integrated Instrument Panel
Instaled in TF-102 Simulator.
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of displaying vertical rate changes up to 4OsO0O feet
per minutes and is near instantaneous in its presenta-
tione

Standard P6ading Instruments. The standa-d reading panel,
shown in Fig 2s utized the Attitude Director Indicator and
the Horizontal Situation Indicator previously mentioned.

The E-1 round type airepeed-mach indicator was used in
place of the vertical reading Jnstrument. This instrument uses
a single moving pointer against a stationary airspeed scale and
a rotating mach scale. The set index mark was placed at the
low end of the scale and the subjects were instructed not to
adjust the knob. The instrument was mounted in a face plate
fitted to cover the hole used to mount the vertical reading
airspeed-mach instrument.

The vertic.el reading altimeter-rate of .limb instrument
was replaced by separate round type altitude and rate of climb
instruments. A three-pointer altimeter (MA-1) without low al-
titude cross hatch warning was utilized. Barometric setting
was set at 29.92 and subjects were instructed not to adjust
the setting knob. The conventional 6p000 feet-per-minute rate
of climb instrument (MS 23049-1) was used. This instrument
has a 7-12 second lag in its presentation. Both instruments
were mounted in a face plate fitted to cover the hole used to
mount the vertical reading altimeter-rate of climb instrument.

Additional Common Instrumentation. Several instruments
and indicators were couion to both pnel configurations. They
were the percent ITH gauges speec brake indicator, landtng gear
Indicator, and station marker light (used to show passage of
the high and low stations). A turn and bank indicator, tail
pipe temperature gauge, and fuel flow gauge *were also visible,
but monitoring of these instruments was not required during
any part of the flight profile.

Subjects

Because of the nature of the experimental task and the
variables being investigated, it was deterined that the sub-
Ject popultion should be highly trainod experienced pilots
q&ified in jet aircraft. Accordingly, the following minimum
requirements were set up: (1) Air Force jet qualified pilot,
(2) must have had at least 50 hours in the last six months, and
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Legend

1. Fuel flow puge
2. Fuel quantity gauge
3. Tailpipe temp rature gauge
h. Percent RPM gaugo
5. Landing gear indicator
6. NE-I air peed-mach indicator
7. Attitude Director Indicator
B. Horizontal Situation Indicator
9. MA-i standard reading altimeter

10. NS 28049-1 standard rate of climb indicator
11. Station marker light
12. Tun and bank indicator
23. Penetration placard
6 Veed brake indicator

Figwe 2. Modified Standard Reading Instrumnt Panel
Installed In V1-102 Simulator.
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(3) must be instrwent qualified. Thirty Air Force pilots
stationed at Wight-Patterson Air Force Base were used as
mbjectso All participation was voluntary. Subjects were
given Form 5 credit for two hours of jet simulator time.
The flight qualifications of the subjects are shown in
Table 1.

Sixteen of the subjects were attached to Fighter Branch,
Directorate of Flight and AU-Wfeather Test, Wright Air Develop-
mint Center and the remaining fourteen were recruited from other
sources on the base. As Table 1 shows, the subjects varied in
rank from tlt. to Colonel, had a mean age of 3 years, all had
instrument cards, 13 had previous vertical instrument experience
ranging from 1 to 56 hours with a mean of 10.8 hours, had a mean
of 48o9 hours of Jet simulator time, had a mean of 370.2 hours
of instrument time, had a mean of 1552,7 hours of jet time, had
a mean of 117.8 hours in the last six months$ and had a mean of
003.7 hours total tire.

Eight pre-experimental subjects were used to evaluate the
flight task and the scoring system, and to provide practice for
the experimenter.

Subject's Task

A flight task was designed to encompass many of the common
flight procedures. that are typical of military jet aircraft
flights. The flight tasks shon in Figure 3P involves the fol-
lowing maneuvers: Take-off and climb to 40#000 feet at mach .85
9S000-20O00 fpm), level off at 40,00 feet, 180 degree level
turn to the left, 180 degree level turn to the right, straight
and level flight at hO 000 feet, fast rate letdown holding mach
loO (35000-20,000 fpel, level-off at 20,000 feet, jet penetration
maintaining 4000 fpm vertical rate, level-off at 2300 feet, and
a low approach at 1300 feet. Instructions were given before each
maneuver or groups of maneuvers over the intercom system. AU
instructions were read verbatim from typewritten cards. These
instructions are reproduced in Appendix A.

Subjects were not briefed on the flight task and no in-
dications of performance level were given. It took approximately
35 minutes to complete the flight task.
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Since the V1-102 flight simlator is an electronic analog
compter, it is possible to measure electrical potentials at
various points in the system that would be directly proportional
to the flight equation values of the different flight parameters*
It is also possible to set up reference values in terms of elec-
trical potentials that would correspond to a level of desired
performance. The difference in the two potentials would then
describe the error in performance for the selected flight para-
meter. Apparatus was installed to measure these errors for the
flight parameters of heading, altitude, mach, vertical rate,
and airspeed. The error voltage was squared and integrated with
time for a period of one minute for each scoring period through
the use of an EA computer. The resultant error term was read-
out on a digital voltmeter on the experimenter' s scoring panel,
shown in Figure 4. Square root extraction then provided an
error roct man square (EMS) score.

Table 2 presents the selected parameters that were scored
&ring each maneuver. As the table shows, a total of 22 data
points were obtained for each flight. These error scores were
recorded on a scoring sheet that was designed to assist the
experimenter in proper scoring procedure and ease of measure-
ment recording. It is reproduced in Appendix B. Every effort
ws made to insure consistently precise scoring procedures for
each flight. A standardized procedure was established and
followed explicitly. It is described in Appendix C.

Two modes of scoring were available. When the Master
Scoring switch was placed in the "Man" setting, the scoring
period began immediately upon depressing the "Start" button.
Vath the Master Scoring switch in the "Auto" positions de-
pression of the "Start" button armed the system to begin scor-
ing when the rate of vertical movement reached exactly zero.
This mode was used primarily to score level-offs. In both
modes, the scoring period consisted of an automatically-timed
one minute interval.

Squipment limitations made it necessary to limit the area
about the index of desired perforunce (IDP) that could be scor-
ed. The size of the available area that was utilized was regu-
lated by the results of pre-experimental testing. The following
scoring limits were set up as being compatible with subject capa-
bilitioe Errors of performance larger than their respectivet Ti

mill I 'i-18-
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Flight parmeters soored during each maneuver of
the flight task.

Han. Maneuver Altitude Heading Maoh Verb' Rate Airspeed
No*

2A 0l4bat e85 mach z x

lb Climb at 85 miach x x

2 Level-off at 4O000' x x

3 U 0 left turn x

4 l8op right turn x

" 5 Straight & level x x

6 Fast rate letn x x

7 Level-off at 20,000' x x

8 Outbound penetration x z

9 Penetration turn x

10 Level-off at 2300' X x

21 Low approach x x

Total time scored 7 9 3 2
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limits were treated as uaximum limit errorqo

Heading 10 degr3es

Altitude +.800 Leet

Vertical Rate . 2,000 feet per minute

Mach 9 .12 mach

Airspeed -. 30 knots

The parametere of vertical rate and airspeed were scored
at just one value for the IDP, 4OO fpm down and 170 knots re-
spectvely. The reference voltages for these parameters were
set up within the computer racks of the I7-102. The parameters
of heading, altitude, and mach were scored at more than one value
for the IDP, however, so the capability was provided for adjust-
ing reference voltages from the experimenter' s panel. Precise
adjustment was made possible through the use of 10 turn lOOK
reference helipots.

Experimental Procedure

All subjects performed the flight task once while using
each panel configuration. Order of presentation of the two
panels was counter-balanceds 15 subjects started on the stan-
dard panel and ended on the vertical reading panel, and 35
subjects started on the vertical reading panel and ended on
the standard panel. This procedure was necessary to counter-
act any bias due to learning effect.

Each flight on either panel was preceded by a cockpit
check and a 10 minute practice session. Details are present-
ed in Appendix De

An optimum time of three days between flights on the two
panel configurations was selected as being most suitable from
the standpoint of mechanization problems of changing instru-
mants, re-calibrating the scoring equipment, and not aiLwIng
too much time to pass between flights. The achieved time in-
tervals between flights were as follows: 7303 hours for all
30 subjects, 71.9 hours for the 25 subjects who started on
the standard instruments first, and 74.7 hours for the 15
subjects who started or the vertical reading instruments first.

. " I



RESULTS

The significance of differences in pilot performance while
using standard reading primary flight instruments as compared to
performance while using vertical reading primary flight instru-
ments was tested by the analysis of variance technique for a
treatment x treatment x subjects without replication design as
described in Lindquist (1953) for the flight parameters of head-
ing, altitude, mach, and vertical rate* Differences in perfor-
mance for the parameter of airspeed were tested for significance
by the t test method as described in Edwards (1950). Because
some ofthe pilots had previous vertical reading instrument ex-
perience, it was deemed necessary to insure that simple exper-
ience differences did not account for the primary performance
differences between instruments. Accordingly, separate analyses
were completed for the experienced and non-experienced groups,
as well as all subjects combined. *

Heading Control

Tables 3 4., and 5 summarize the analyses as applied to
performance differences for the flight parameters of heading.
In the case of this parameter, the heading display remained
constant while the side instruments of mach, airspeed, altitude

.and vertical rate were changed from standard to vertical read-
ingo Table 3 shows the results for all 30 subjects. Table 4
shows the results for the 13 subjects who had previous verti-
cal reading instrument experience, and Table 5 shows the re-
sults for the 17 remaining subjects who had no previous exper-
lonce Vith vertical reading instruments. Inspection of the
table indicates a significant between instruments difference
with varying levels of significance on all three analyses.

Summary tables containing the mean RMS error scores by maneu-
vers for experienced, non-experienced, and all subjects on
standard and vertical reading instrument performance are
presented in Appendix E.

-22-
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These differences *ere all in favor of better heading con-
trol while using the standard reading side instruments* Be-
tmeen maneuvers differences all proved significant at the
*001 level, but since no effort was made to equate the dif-
ficulty of the maneuvers, a significant difference would be
expected. Likewise , the significant between subjects dif-
terences shown in all three tables would be expected, Sig-
nificant interaction effects appear in all three tables.

Analysis of variance results for h3ading performance
with standard versus vertical reading side flight
instruments for all subjects., N3wO.

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Panels 13482 1 13782 1.%08e*

Maneuvers 110s631 8 13.829 13*133***

Subjects 3$.5o311 29 5*356 5.086*

1 x M 8.756 8 2.094 1o039

I X S 50e926 29 1,756 1.668*

M X s 352.327 232 1.519 1.,4*,

I x M x S 24.396 232 1.053

Total 936o129 539
01% aige

** % Sage

*5% Sig.
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Table .

Analysis of variance results for heading performance
with standard versus vertical reading side flight
instrumnts for 13 subjects with vertical instrument
experience.

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Panels 4.040 1 4.040 .040*

Maneuvers 69.090 8 8.636 8,636***

Subjects 1 4767 12 3.?Jl 3.731**

1 x M 9.213 8 1.155 1.155

I x S 20 01 12 1.670 1.670

X x S 143.712 96 1.1i497 1.497*

1 X H x S 95o973 96 1.000

Total 386.6 233 .*** .2% Sig.
0* 5 sig.

Table

Analysis of variance results for heading performance with
standard versus vertical reading side flight instruments
for 17 subjects with no vertical instrument experience.

Sun of mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Panels 10.074 1 10074 9.289k'
Xaneuvers 48,515 8 6.064 5*.890H*
Subjects 110. 487 16 64%05 6.364***
I x M 9.118 6 1.14&0 1.00
I x S 30o553 16 1.910 1o760*
N x S 20l,. 61 128 1.575 1*.452*
I x M x S 138,818 128 1.085

Total 9M.206 305 .JS sig.
21% Sig*

* S ig.

• 
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Altitude Control

Tables 6, 7, and 8 sur.vuize the results of the analyses
as applied to performance differences for the flight parameter
of altitude. Table 6 presents the results for all 30 subjects,
while Table 7 presents the results for the 13 subjects who had
previous vertical instrument experience and Table 8 presents
the results for the remaining 17 subjects who had no previous
experience with vertical reading instruments. All three tables
indicate a significant between instruments difference at the
.O01 level. In each case, the difference indicated better pilot
performance whil using the standard reading altimeter. The be-
tween maneuvers differences are shown to be significant at the
00l level for all three analyses, as are the between subjects

differences. Again, these differences would be expected to be
significant. Several significant interaction effects are also
noted in all three tables.

Table 6

Analysis of variance results for altitude performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for all subjects. Nn30.

Sum of mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Instruments 12.47h 1 U2*,12., 88.210**

Xaneuvers 160.372 6 26.729 200964***

Subjects 230o573 29 7o951 6.236*1

I x M 51.989 6 8.665 6.796'"

SX S 37.255 29 1.285 1.008

H x 360.174 174 2.070 lo624**

I x. Mx S 221.890 174 1.275

To 174.727 419 % .S Sg
1% Sig.
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Table?7

Analysis of variance results for altitude performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for 33 subjects with vertical instrument experienceo

Sm of Mean

Source of variation Squar. df Square F

Instrments 46.836 1 146.836 30.5524**

Maneuvers 5.040 6 9.007 0, 5.87.H *

Subjects 1148412 12 12.368 80068"*

I x M 22.296 6 3.716 2.4214*

I x S 24,327 12 2°027 1.322

01 X S 226.658 72 .Ui8 2.053**

I X X x S 110.381 72 1.533

Total 6329950 181 *4* 1% Sig*
i% 84.*

4 *5% Sig.

Table 8

Analysis of variance results for altitude performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for 17 subjects with nu vertical instrument experience.

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Sfruares df Square F
Instruments 65.673 1 65.673 59.272*

Maneuvers 113.033 6 18.839 17.00H3**

Subjects 78*551 16 6.909 141431*4*

1 x M 34.*795 6 5.799 5;234**

1 X S 12.893 16 0806

X X 3 126.815 96 1.321 1.192

I x M x S 106A07 96 1.108

Total 538.167 237 *001% Sig
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Mach Control

Tables 9, 10, and 11 summarize the results of the analyses
as applied to performance differences for the flight parameter
of mach. Table 9 presents the results for all 30 subjects, wahile
Table 10 presents the results for the 13 subjects who had pre-
vious vertical instrument experience and Table 11 presents the
results for the remaining 17 subjects who had no previous ex-
perience with vertical reading instruments. A significant be-
tween instruments difference at the .001 level is indicated on
all three tables. In all three cases, this difference favored
better mach performance while using the vertical reading instru-
ment. A significant between maneuvers effect at the .001 level
will again be noted for each analysis. Between subjects hMf-
ferences are significant at the 901 level for all three analyses.
Further inspection will indicate several interaction effects
significant at the .01 level.

Table 9

Aralysis of variance results for mach performance on
standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for all subjects. N"30.

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F
InstruMents 69o311 1 69.311 780*495***

Maneuvers 198o380 2 99o190 1.12o333**

Subjects 87.*16 29 3o01 3.1l3**

I x H 20o917 2 10959 11.816*

I x s 26.357 29 46 - -

M x S 103040 58 1.777 20121*

I x M X s 51e215 58 .883

Total 5i46.636 179 02 o% Sg
S1% Big*
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Table 10

Analysis of variance results for mach performance on
standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for 13 subjects with vertical instrument experiences

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Instruments 30o162 1 30o162 44*817*u*

Maneuvers 84.776 2 .2.388 62.9840"

Subjects 33.65h 12 2.805 4*168"

I X M 17.520 2 8.760 13.016**

I X S 7.638 12 .637 - M

M x S 22.116 214 .922 1.370

I x M x S 16.153 24 .673

Total 22.019 77 "0 .1% Sig.
1 :% Big.

Table 11

Analysis of variance results for mach performanoe on
standard verstus vertical reading flight irstruments
for 17 subjects with no vertical instrument experience.

Sumof Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F
Instruments 39.1109 1 3914.9 38.761*N*

Maneuvers 15.096 2 579548 56.978*

Subjects 53.094 16 3.318 3.285**

I x M 6.12 2 3.076 3.06
I x 8.719 16 o545 W -m

M XS 7994.32 32 2.1.82 2.l.57*

I x H X S 32.307 32 1.010

Total 333o9149 101 .% Sig.
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Vertical Rate Control

Tables 12 13j, and 14 sumarize the results of the analyses
as applied to performance differences for the flight parameter
of vertical rate. Table 12 presents the results for all 30 sub-
Jects, while Table 13 presents the results for the 13 subjects
who had previous vertical instrument experience and Table 14
presents the results for the remaining 17 subjects who had no
previous experience with vertical instruments. Inspection of
these tables reveals that no significant differences were found
in performance on standard versus vertical reading presentation
of vertical rate flight information. With just two maneuvers
involved, the tables also indicate that between maneuvers dif-
ferenoes were not significant. Between subjects differences
proved significant at the 901 level or better. The instru-
ments by subjects interaction effect for al 30 subjects was
significant at the .05 level.

Table 12

Analysis of variance results.br vertical rate performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments
for all subjects. Nu3O.

Smof Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Instruments .010 1 .010 - -

Maneuvers 2.303 1 2.303 2.o90

Subjects 17.#502 29 5,086 5.498'

I X M 3.o2 1 3.421 3.698

I x s 54*.85 29 1.879 2.o31*

X x 8 29.913 29 1.031 1o115

I XM XS 26.826 29 *925

Total 26k.460 119 *1* .1 sig.
*5 Sig.
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Analysis of variance results for vertiel rate performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments for
23 subjects with vertical instrument experience.

SuN of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Instruments o915 1 .935 - M

Maneuvers .710 1 .710 - -

Subjects 699593 12 5 ,99 50828**

I x M 398 1 3998 4o018

I x 5 29o973 12 2.498 2o51

XI x 3 1141463 12 1.205 16211

I X M x 1.937 12 9995

Total 131.589 51 * %Sig*

Table 11

Analysis of variance results for vertical rate performance
on standard versus vertical reading flight instruments for
17 subjects with no vertical instrument experience.

Sum of Mean
Source of variation Squares df Square F

Instrments .693 1 o693 M -

Kaneuvers 1.637 1 1.637 1o886

Subjects 77O6 16 4o868 5*608**'

I X M o427 1 o427 " w

I X S 22.91 16 1.432 1.650

X x s 15406 16 *963 1.109

I x Mx S 13.885 16 .868

Total 132.8148 67 01% Sig*
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Airspeed Control

Table 15 ummarizes the t test analyses of the EMS error
differences for the flight parameter of airspeed. As the
table indicates, no significant difference in performance
between the standard and vertical reading airspeed indicator
was found for all 30 subjecte, or for the experienced and
non-experienced groups. These analyses covered just one
maneuver, the low'approach at 1300 feet while maintaining
a heading of 230 degrees and an airspeed of 170 knots.

Table 15

Results of t tests on differences in mean airspeed
RIS error on standard and vertical reading flight
instruments*

Subject Group df Big.

13 Experienced Subjects .926 24 NS

17 Non-Experienced Subjects o881 32 NS

All 30 Subjects 1o301 58 HS
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Individual aneuver by Flight Parameter Analysis

To further test the significance of differences in the
IS error scores by maneuvers for the flight parameters of

heading, altitude, mach, and vertical rate between standard
and vertical reading instruments, individual t tests were
computed for each maneuver by parameter for aTl 30 subjects.
The results of these tests are sumarized in Tables 16, 17,
18, and 19. In general, these tables substantiate fully the
results of the analyses of variance performed on the data.
The individual tables are reviewed below.

Heading Maneuver Performance

Table 16 presents the results of the individual maneuver
t tests on heading performance. It should again be remember-
ed that the heading instrument remained the same while the
side instruments were changed from standard to vertical read-
ing. The table shows that after submitting the differences
in MS error score's for each maneuver to the t test, only one
maneuver, the level-off at 2300 feet, proved 7ignificant at
the *05 level in favor of performance with the standard read-
ing side instruments. However, when the cumulative effect of
NO error scores for all maneuvers was subjected to a t test
for the differences in performance, a significant difi'rence
at the .01 level in favor of performance with the standard
reading side instruments was recorded. This is in agreement
with the results of the analysis of variance previously
reported.

/ -32-
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Table 16

Results of t tests on differences in mean heading
W errors ;ith standard and vertical reading side
flight instruments for all subjects. N=30.

Man* Mean on Mean on Mean
No. Standard Vertical Diff. df t Sig.

1. 2.590 3.251 *661 58 1.211 NS

lb 1.711 1.725 .Oe1 58 .052 NS

2 1.889 2.169 .280 58 .956 Is

5 1.3,5 le72 .118 58 .605 NS

6 1.157 1.286 .129 58 .721 NS

7 1.826 1.882 .056 59 .176 IS

8 1.85 1.792 .307 58 1.158 NS

10 1.342 2.020 .678 58 2.201 .05

11 1.436 2.167 .631 58 1.743 NS

All .o654. 1.974 320 538 2.832 .01
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Altimeter Maneuver Performance

Table 17 shows that altimeter performance was sipdnf-
eantly better at the .01 level in favor of the standard
reading altimeter for all mneuvers except one. On this
mneuver, the level-off at 20,000 feet, no statistically
significant difference in performance betwoen instruments
we found.

Table 17

Results of t tests on differences in mean altitude
14 errors on standard and vertical reading flight
instruments for all subJects. Nw30.

Man* Mean on Mean on Mean
No* Standard Vertical Diff. df Sg.

2 2.072 3.864 1.792 58 3.507 .01

3 l.08 2.33 .e325 58 3.451 .01

14 1.385 2.15 1.330 58 3.205 .01

5 .634 2.184 1,.50 58 4.669 .01

7 2.248 l.7?13 .505 58 .336 NS

10 1.067 2.072 1.00 58 3.655 .01

11 .26 1.173 .4, 58 2.884 901
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Mach Maneuver Performance.

Table 18 indicates t)at mach perfonance on the vertical
reading Instrwmt was significantly better at the .01 level
than performance on the standard reading instrument for all
three maneuvers involving specific mach number control.

Table 18

Results of t teats on differences in mean iach RMS errors
on standard'and vertical reading flight instruments for all
subjects* N.30.

Man. Mean on mean on Mean
No, Standard Vertical Diff. df Sig*

2a h.863 2.671 2o192 58 5.112 .01

b 2.1458 lo*i5 o90 .58 2.852 001

6 1.577 O90 e627 58 3.503 .1

Vertical Rate Maneuver Perfornanoe

Table 19 indicates no differences in performance op either
maneuver involving vertical rate control on standard or vertical
reading instrments. A small difference n alternate directions
was recorded, but as Table 19 shows these differences wre
statistically Insignificant.

Table 1

Results of t tests on differences in mean vertical rate
FM errors on standard and vertical reading flight in-
struments for all subjects. N1-30.

Man* Mean on -Mean on . Mean
No. Standard Vertical Diffe df Sig*

8 3.755 4o074 .319 58 . .780 PS

9 3.815 3,460 .355 58 o963 N18

II I
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- ed vs Non rienoed Performance
a n. Te oa Redig_ Istruments

to test the differences in performance of experienced
wruis non -xp rienced pilots on vertical reading flight in-
struments, It was necessary to ferret out those experienced
and non-meerienoed subjects who had performed on the instru-
want configurations in the same order of presentation. It
ws found that 8 experienced and 7 non-experienced subjects
had flown the vertical reading instrument configuration first,
the distributAon of subjects who had flown the vertical read-
ing instrument configuration last was less balanced, 5 exper-
ieocd and 10 non-experienced, because no attempt was made to
control the order ot appearance of the subjects* The R error
scores for the group vho performed on the vertical reading in-
struments first were compared by t tests for the flight para-
meters of heading and altitude. The results are summarized in
Tables 20 and 21. These tables indicate that there were no
significant differences in performance on heading and altitude
control on any of the maneuvers while using the vertical read-
ing instruments between the selected experienced and non-
experienced subject groups.

Table 20

Results of t tests on differences an mean heading perfor-
mance with Xe vertical reading side instruments for the
experienced and non-experienced subjects who performed on
the vertical mading instruments first.

Maneuver Experienced Non-Experienced Mean

Number Mean N08 Mean N&7 Diff, df t Sig.

la2.435 3.001 *066 13 .075 NS

lb 1.7149 1.240 0509 3,3 191454 vs

2 19957 2.660 *703 13 1.032. NS

5 1.268 1.754 .A86 23 1.459 NS

6 .998 1.198 .200 13 .461 ms

7 1.637 1.987 .35D 13 .5o% US

8 1,91 1o775 ,166 13 o324 NS

10 1.29 2.830 1.531 13 1,879 IS

n1 2.1496 2*1U2 .385 1.3 .379 NS
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Table 21

Results of t tests on differences in mean performance
on the vertical reading altimeter for the experienced
and non-experienced subjects who perfonued on the
vertical reading instruments first,

Maneuver Eerienced Non-Experienced Mean

Number Mean No 8 ean Nn7 Diff. df t Sig.

2 3.h90 3.526 .036 13 .00 NS

3 2.590 1.937 .653 13 .959 MS

4 1.953 2.789 .836 13 1.201 NS

5 1.670 *899 .771 13 1.637 MS

7 1.876 2.05 .169 13 e202 NS

.0 1.988 2.028 .oro 13 .112 S

11 1.58 1.093 .265 13 .31 NS

Altimeter Reading Errors

Throughout the flight tasks the experimenter maintained
a vigilant look-out for evidence of altimeter reading errors
n both altimeter displays. No altimeter reading errors were

detected at any point throughout the profile under either dis-
play configuration.

A specific scoring point Wus set up on the scoring sheet
to record the altitude at which the penetration turn was com-
menced. All penetration turns ,ere initiated within 1 200
feet of the instructed altitude for either altimeter. This
is considered to be within the performance criteria limits
that most pilots set for themselves# and is not regarded as
any kind of reading error.
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ZSCUSION OF RESULTS

7his stu.r represents one of the first attempts to measure
and evaluate pilot simulator performance on the whole peoel basis.
It has been common practice to evaluate performance on one e
of instrument, usually with the major emphasis on "good" perfor-
mance being assigned to that particular instrment. In reality,
"good* performance must come as a result of proper -ading and
interpretation of several flight instruments. To remove one, or
possibly two, instruments from the panel and direct investigation
towards performnce on them$ is not looking at the entire infor-
mational context of the pilot's task. Provision should be made
to record performance on all instruments contributing to the
display of information required by tie pilot to maintain the
desired flight path. The present study was designed to accom-
plish this objective.

ft Vertical Ins truments

The need for a shift to vertical reading instruments was
necessitated by a number of reasons$ among which are the
followings

1. Not enough room for scale length on the circular
dials*

2. No feasible method available for displaying command
inforttion.

3,, Xn the case of the thr. pointer altimeter, the
inherent interpretation error characteristic.

However, as previously stateds such a shift in display prin-
ciple must assume a corresponding shift of equal or better
pilot performance to the new instrment display technique.
Unless this ic accomlished, arythin else gained by the
change would be offset by degradation in performance

The present study has examined differences in pilot sin-
vlator performance on two flight parameter display principles
only. These principles are circular dials versus vertical
moving-tpne. It is not a compar1son of the Air Force Phase
II Panrl aid the roun-tandard reading instrtrents. The Phase
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II Instruments provided a convenient vehicle from which to ob-
tain vertical reading oving-tape displays of flight parameter
iWformation. Conclusions can only be extracted from the remlt.
in terms of these display priciples. Any extrapolation to the
Phase n Panel must be viewed with full cognizance that the
Phase II Panel adds still a third display principle - that of
the use of command indices. It can logically be assumed that
the addition of command markers should improve porformances but
this is an ass9mption which can be tested experimentally and
suggests another pilot performance measurement study, comparing
performance on vertical reading instruments with and without
coawand information.

Interpretation of the Findirgs

Reviewing the results, it was indicated that heading per-
formance was superior while using the standard reading side in-

trwuents, altitude performa.-sce was superior while using the
standard reading altimeter, mach performance was superior while
using the vertical reading mach indicator, and vertical rate and
airspeed performance showed no differences between instrument
configurations. Separate analyses for those subjects with and
without vertical instrument experience did not change the results
of the overall analyses.

4acha Vertical Rates and Airspeed

In the light of the previous discussion, the results of
the present study may be interpreted in thin manner. Perfor-
mamce on the vertical reading instruments for mach, vertical
rate, and *airspeed was found to be essentially equivalent to
or better than performance on the standard reading instruments
for the sme flight parameters. As a result, it may be con-
eluded that no degradation in performance may be expected on
a shift from standard to vertical reading instruments for the
flight parameters of mach, vertical rate, and airspeed with
scale factors comparable to those used in this study. Such a
shift would only involve a change to vertical moving-tape dis-
plays with~ut comand markers. However, by making the change
to vertical reading displays, it is then possible to overcome
the scale length limitations of circular dials and to make the
addition of commanindices. As proviously suggested, a logical
asuytion would cal! for the expectation of better performance
with the cormand markers added to the vertical display. H=man
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ftotors experlmntation could test this assumption.

Altitude

Altitude performance results present a somewhat different
picture. The results ibdicated that perfonance on the standard
three-pointer altimeter was superior to that obtained on the
wtical reading altimeter. prom previous -ork by Mengelkoch
and Houston (19 8&, 1958b, l98c), these performance differences
can protably be attributed to a large extent to the problem of
scalar design. The scale factor in the vertical reading altimeter
(20 per 1000') is not conducive to equivalent performance with
that on the standard reading instrument. Again, the .prior work
of Mengelkoch and Houston suggest the direction of change to be
used in an attempt to produce equivalent performance on the two
tpes of altitude display principles. An expansion of the l.n-
ear scale factor on the vertical moving-tape is suggested, he-
centlys other proposals for increasing the sensitivity of alti-
tude moving-tape presentations have been suggested by Gainer
(2959a). These include the introduction of non-linear scales,
combnations of non-linear scales, combinations of linear and
non-linear scales, and combinations of linear scales. Experi-
ental evaluation of these scales has been recomended (Gainer,

3959b) and is scheduled for early completion. It is anticipated
that the results of the forthcoming studies will produce an alzi-
tude moving-tape scals that will promote performance at least
equivalent to that obtained on the three-pointer altimeter.
Once this point has been reachedthe shift to a vertical read-
ing altimeter will be justified. In addition to no performance
degradation, the capability of command marker presentation and
the virtual elimination of interpretation errors will make the
vertical reading altimeter a valuable asset to modern-day aviation.

Heading performance was recorded on nine maneuvers, each
someidiat different from the other. It will be recalled that
the heading instrument itself was not changed for the two dif-
ferent panel configurations. Along with the Attitude Director
Indicator$ it remained the same while the side instruments for
mach, airspeed, altitude, and vertical rate were alternated.
A highly significant difference at the .001 level was shown to
favor performance with the standard reading side instruments
for all 30 subjects. The difference in performance for the 17
subjects .with no previous vertical instrument e erience was
significant at the .01 level in favor of performance with the
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standard reading aide instruments. The level of siaificance
for the difference in performance for the 13 subjects idth
previous vertical instrument experience dropped to the .O
level, still in favor of performance with the standard read-
ing side instrunents. It is tempting to intorpret these re-
malts as indicating that previous experience sith vertical
reading instruments does not influence performance on heading
oontrol. If the .05 level of significance is acceptable, it
might be concluded that previous experience had no effect on
heading performance, and that heading control remained super-
ior for the panel configuration with the standard reading side
instruments, regardless of any previous experience with vert-
ical reading instruments. From the strictly statistical ap-
proach, it is necessary that the *05 level of significance be
accepted on the basis of pro-experimental decision. However#
from the operational viewpoint, there appears to be some in-
dication that prior experience with vertical reading instru-
ments seemed to allow more time for heading monitoring aside
from primary pitch control under the conditions of this
experiment.

Since performance on the Horizontas Situation Indicator
v&s not compared to that of any other heading indicators this
discussion is purely speculative. The heading indicator ws
used primarily as a control instrument to indicate the effect
that changing of the side instruments might have on heading
performance. Although not statistically supported, as pre-
viously stated, this procedure provided the only indication
that experience level (on vertical reading instruments)'may
have some effect on initial porformanc.
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APIDX A

Flight Instructions

The following flight instructions were read verbatim from
typemitten cards prior to the indicated maneuver.

Introductor Statement

Now do you read me?
Roger, I read you loud and clear.
All flight instructions will have a definite starting command
such as "Begin NOW'
Please do not initiate any maneuver prior to receiving this
comand,
You need not acknowledge any further inet*ructions, however s
feel free to request a repeat.

our call will be "Air Force 59",

Take-off, Climb-out, and Level-off at 40000'

Air Force 59
You are cleared to take-off and climb on a heading of zero
degrees.
Use lOC% with afterburner for the climb.
Stay below 3000' until you reach mach .80 and then set up
and maintain a climbing mach of .85.
Level off at 40000', 96% without afterburner, and maintain
40,000' and a heading of sero degrees until further advised,
I repeat: (repeat the instructions).
Begin your take-off NOW.

1800 Turn to the Left

Air Force 59
You are to make a 180 degree LEVEL TUN To THE LEF.,
Maintain 40,000', use a 30 degree bank and your present
power setting of 96% without afterburner,
Begin your turn NOW.
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1 Turn to the Rigt

Air Force 59
Yotu are to make a 180 degree LEVEL TURN TO THE RIGHT.
Maintain 40,000 feet, use a 30 degree bank and your
present ,ower setting of 96% without afterburner.
Begin your turn NOW.

Straight and Level Flight

Air Force 59
Maintain OpO00 feet, heading zero degrees, and 96% until
further advised.

Fast Rte Descent to_2010,'

Air Force 59
You are cleared to descend to and maintain 20,000 feet.
Use 85% and maintain mach 1.0 during the descent.
Leave the power at 85% after leveling off at 20,000 feet.
Hold yowrheading of zero degrees throughout the maneuver.
I repeats (repeat the instruction).
Begin NOW.

Jet Penetration

Air Force 59
You are now apprcaching the range station and are cleared
for a penetration.
fleter to the placard.
After passing the high station, extend 3/4 speed brakes and
set up a 4000 foot per minute rate of descent.
Leave the power at 85%. Begin a rigt penetration turn at
n1,00 feet using a 30 degree bank. Inbound heading is
230 degrees. Level off at 2300 feet, advance power to 92%,
drop the landing gear, pull in the speed brakes, and main-
tain 2300 feet and a heading of 230 degrees.
I repeats (repeat the instruction).
Standby for the high station.

Air Forse 59
You are now four miles out and are cleared to descend to
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and maintain 1300 feet, heading 230 degrees, 170 )mots.
After passing the low station, extand parUcular effort
to maintain 2300 feet, 230 degrees# and 170 knots until
further advised.
Begin your descent lOW.

FlIght ermintion

Atr Force 59
That eompletes the flight.
The uimlator Is frozen.
Canopy is coming up. (Open the canopy).

4&7+j
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MR SUBJECT NO. CONDITION

Rank/Job Tim last 6 months Total Time

AV Jet Siwulo Time Instrument Ti.m

Date wUits/ore/C" Inst. Card Jet TIM

Previous vertical instrument experiencet Yes I1-] - o NOD How$

(1) C_.....O OD, (260_0_L, (2) L oM0 o.oo,

(8)Mach iiac Altitude L
Mch I . G85) (40,000.)

[7] Heading
(3O N0L)

S(3) 1800 UBT TURN (4) 18& YoH TIM (5) S & L, o.oOO'

" .titude - Altitude Altitude(40o,co.) (40,000.) [ (40sOOo.) I ,

Heading
(3600)gi~

(6) PAST RATE DESCENT (7) VIEL OFF 2o0000 (8) OUTBOUND PENETR.

(Mach ~ Altitude L i ert~Ate L2AOi)
(() -(,ooo.0) (4000 Iu)

Headi[7g HeadingHe
(3600)g (3600) L36P

(9) MMMT.0N RN (10) IVEL 0"n 2300o (n) pw, APPRoAcH 130'
Ver~ateAltitud Altitude

(4000 flu) 23- ((,)3009
TuOM Alto R eadun - HaIg
(101ooo' (20) (230D)

Airspeed
(170 onots) L j
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APPEMMI C

ESoring Procedures

The following scoring procedures were observed for all
experimental rms. The nmbers correspond to the scoring
maneuvers on the scoring sheet.

(1) Take-off and Climb to 40000 Feet

Master Scoring switch on "Man" (Xanual)o
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) at 5000 feet.
Score mach at .85,
Score heading at zero degrees.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators.

Master Scoring switch on Qan".
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) at 260000 feet,
Score mach at .85.
Score heading at sero degrees.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators.

(2) Level-off at 40,000 Feet

Master Scoring switch on "Auto" (Automatic)
Push "Start" button (system is now armed to begin scoring
automatically when vertical rate reaches zero) at 39,200 feet.
Score., altitude at *0,000 feet.
Score 'heading at zero degrees.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators.

(3) 280 De e, ,level Turn to ,the left

Master Scoring switch on "an".
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) when bank reaches 30
degmes..
Score altitude at 40,000 feet.
Readout error score.
Reset integrators.
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() 18 Degree Level Turn to the it

Master Scoring switch on %tan".
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) when bank reaches 30
degrees.
Score altitude at 4O0000 feet.
Readout error score.
Reset integrators.

(5) Straight and Level Flight

Master Scoring switch on "Man".
Start timer clock when finished with voice instruction.
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) when 30 seconds have
elapsed,
Score altitude at 4O0OO0 feet.
Score heading at zero degrees.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators.

(6) Fast Rate Let-down

"" Master Scoring switch on "Man".
Push "Start" butto.n (begin scoring) at 37000 feet*
Score mach at'10.
Scorn heading at zero degrees.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators.

(7) Level-off at 20000 Feet

Master Scoring switch on "Auto".
Push "Start" button at 20,800 feet (system now armed to
begin scoring when vertical rate reaches zero),
Score altitude at 20,000 feet.
Score heading at zero degrees.
Reaout error scores.
Reset integrators*

(8) Outbound Penetration

Master Scoring switch on "Man".
Push "Start" button (begin sccring) at 18,000 feet.
Score vertical rate at 4000 fuet per minute.
Score heading at zero degrees.
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Readout error scores.
Reset integrators*

(9) Penetration Turn

Master Scoring smatoh on IMan",
Record altitude when bank (turn) is commenced.
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) uhe; bank reaches 30
degrees.
Score vertical rate at JjO feet per minutee
Readout error score,
Reset integcators.

(1) Level-off at 2300 Feet.

Master Scoring switch on "Auto"*
Push "Start" button at 3100 feet (system now armed to begin
scoring automatically when vertical rate reaches seroo)
Score iltitude at 2300 feet.
Score heading at 230 darees
Readout error wcores.
Reset integrators.

11) 'tow &proach at 1300 Feet

Master Scoring switch on "Man"o
Stan, timer clock when vertical rate reaches zoro when
idthin 200 feet of 1300 feet altitude*
Turn on station marker light at end of 30 seconds.
Push "Start" button (begin scoring) and. turn off station
mr ez. light at end of 5 seconds,
Score altitude at 1300 feet.
Score. heading at 230 degroes.
Score airspeed at 170 knots.
Readout error scores.
Reset integrators,
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APfNM D

Cockpit Check

Prior to each flight in the YF-102 Link flight simulator,
the subject was given a thorough cockpit check covering all
the controls, witches, and instruments that would be used by
him during the experimental run. After the subject had enter-
ed the cockpit, he was asked to make himself comfortable by
adjusting the rudder pedals and the seate The following
checklist was then used to complete the checks

Throttle Control

1. Normal use.
2. Afterbumer operation.
3. Speed brake switch and operation.
6e Mike button.

Landing Gear

1. Handle operatin.
2. Indication.

Instrument Panel

1. Attitude Director Indicator. (Operation and
interpretation of display).

2. Horisontal Situation Indicator. (Operation and
intnrpretation of display).

3. Airpeed-Mach Indicator. (Operation and inter-
pretation of display).

64 Alttmeter-Rate of Climb Lidicator. (Operation
and interpretation of display).

5e Percent RMi indicator. (Operation and interpre-
tation of display).

6. Station arker light.
7. Speed brake indicator.
8. Penetration card.
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I
Coto tick

. Sensitivitr of control action.
2. Trim control (pitch trim slow# necessary to hold

longer)*
3*. ike button (alternate).
he Pilot assist button (caution against using).

CAnopy Oration

I. Sitch location and operation.
2. Panel light location.

Azw 2uestions

Headset and LUp Mike

1. Flight instructions will be given over the
intercom.

2. Put headset on and got it adjusted.

Refer to Practice Session Instructions

Practice Session

A ten minute prctice session was given to each subject
before each flight in the uimulator. The follodng instruc-
tions ure read to the subjects vertabim. At times it was
necessary to sxpleaot the instructions vith additional coo
mAts, if the subject had difficulty in handLing the trainer
&wing the take-off.

I* Cgs w are now ready for a practice session. I will
Olow the canopy and instruct you through a take-off
from the perch herso (Close the canopy, making sure

the canop rails are clear).

2. The engine is noW at idle M,4.

3. I vant you to advance the throttle full forward. An
the M nears 100I% kiok in the afterburner by moiing

* 1
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the throttle outboard.

K. W, We're in afterburner operation; when the airspeed
reaches 150 knots, begin rotating the nose to about
10 degrespitCh up. Once airborne, as indicated by
the altimeter, it will be necessary to apply forward
stick pressure and trim to keep the nose from shooting
up rather abruptly.

5. OK, you're airborne, raise the landing gear.

6. Keep the pitch up angle at 5 degreemor less and stay
below 3000' until mach .80 is reached. As you pass
through mach .80 then increase the pitch up angle and
set up a climbing mach of .85.

7. OK, you' re passing through mach .80, increase the
pitch up angle slightly and set up a climbing mach
of .85.

8. You will now have 10 minutes to practice climbs,
turns, level flight, descents, and speed brake
operation.

9. Request you stay below 20,000'.

10. It's all yours.

At this point the time was noted for purposes of starting
the 10 minute practice period. During the practice session.
tM station Parker light was turned on and the subject was asked
to signal when he had the light adjusted to a desired brightness.
The light was then turned off. Just prier to the completion of
nine minutes practice, the subject was infomed that there was
one minute remaining in the practice session and it was suggested
that he start down toward ground level. When the ten minutes
were up, the simulator was put in the "freeze" position and the
canopy was opened. The experimenter then put the simulator back
in normal operation and flew it to ground level. The subject
was asked if he had any questions about the operation of the
simulator or the instruments. After answering any questions,
the experimenter went through the fbllowing checklist to in-
sure proper and identical starting points for each flight:

3. Ground level (sero feet altitude).
2. Zero degrees heading*
3. Idle RVM.

. Lending gear down.

I- m4m
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S. ped brakes in,
6e Pilot assist off*
7. Dauer on manual.
8. Azr questions*

The canopy was then closed and the experimenter went to the
experimenter's control panel to begin the flight task instruc-
tions.
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Table 22

Mean Heading EMS Errors

Maneuver ERperienoced Non-Experienced All Subjects

Nuiber Standard Vertical Standard Vertical Standard Vertical

1. 2.632 3.707 2o%8 2.903 2.590 2.251

lb 1.591 1.742 1.802 1.12 1.711 1.725

2 1.897 1.967 1.883 2.324 1.889 2.169

5 1,487 1.399 1,253 1.52!. 1.3054 1.e472

6 1091 1.199 1.207 1*351 1.157 1.286

7 1o875 1o698 1.788 2.02 1.826 1.882

8 1.347 1.839 1.590 1,756 1o485 1o792

10 1.1487 1468 L.231 2o4142 1,342 2.020

11 1.632 2o384 1,462 2o001 1,536 2e167

Table 23

Mean Altitude M Errors

Maneuver Experienced Non-Mcperienced An Subjicta

Nir.aer Standard Vertical Standard Vertical Standard Vertical

2 2280 3.621 1.912 4o50 2o072 3.864

3 1o174 2.679 1.056 2.245 ll08 2.1433

4 1.i9 2.09 i ',38 2o926 11385 2.715

5 .818 2o535 ,493 1.15 o634 2,184

7 2.306 1713 2.v2(s 1.766 2o248 1743

10 19336 2.1406 .OW 1o817 loO67 24072

11 o429 1.462 AE24 .9L ,26 14173
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Table 24.

Mean Mach 1WS3 Errors

Maneuver Experienced Non-Experienced All Subjects

Number Standard Vertical Standard Vertical Standard Vertical

Is 4.9o3 2.373 1,.832 2.898 4.863 2.671

2b 2.547 1.618 2.390 1.505 2.458 1.554

6 1.2143 .970 1.833 .934 1.577 .950

Table 25

Mean Vertical Rate WS Errors

Maneuver Experienced Non-Experienced AU Subjects

Number Standard Vertical Standard Vertical Standard Vertical

8 3.5 4.306 3.941 3.897 3.755 4.Ol

9 3,850 3.500 3,789 3.429 3.815 3,460

Table 26

Mean Airspeed 13 Errors

Maneuver Experienced Non-Experienced AU Subjects
Nwmber Standard Vertical Standard Vertical Standard Vertical

1n 10290 1.895 1.638 2.084 1.b87 2.002
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